
ADVANCE
best in class LED drivers and fluorescent 
ballasts

ALADDIN LIGHT LIFT
motorized lift system for chandeliers, ideal
for two story foyers and commercial 
applications

ALKCO
germicidal UV luminaires by Signify

AMERICA LIGHT
manufacturing and assembling lighting 
products including lamps, ballasts, light poles, 
fixtures, and component parts

AMICO
architectural lighting solutions and controls
for healthcare facilities

ARANCIA
creative architectural and decorative designs 
that are both beautiful and functional

ARCUS
high performance hazardous location and 
explosion proof LED fixtures

ARON LIGHTING
innovative architectural luminaires that  
effortlessly integrate with grid ceilings

AUTANI
founded in Maryland, Autani designs, builds 
and manufactures lighting, HVAC and IoT 
sensor platforms for almost any size and 
type of facility

AUTHENTIC DESIGN COLLECTION
incorporating art into refined lighting and 
furniture to support designers, architects, 
high-end retailers

AXIS LIGHTING
modular linear systems for architecturally
diverse spaces

BEGA
specification grade, high performance 
outdoor and indoor luminaires with 
European designs

B-K LIGHTING
exterior lighting featuring in-grade, 
pathway, flood and sign lights

BOVER
decorative timeless design that maintains the  
balance between quality and shape

CARPENTER EMERGENCY LIGHTING
emergency lighting, exit signs, central inverter 
systems, lighting controls, and expert custom 
solutions

CERNO
modern luminaires designed and made in  
California, showcasing beautiful craftsmanship, 
authentic materials and custom capabilities

CHAMSYS
DMX control consoles for theatrical
installations of all sizes

CHAUVET PROFESSIONAL
theatrical lighting for interior and
exterior applications

CHLORIDE
exit and emergency lighting

CLEARWORLD
solar LED technology for new and retrofit
applications, on and off the grid

COLOR KINETICS
architectural and entertainment  
RGB lighting systems

CRESTRON
advanced controls and automation systems for 
A/V, lighting, climate, and more

DAVIDE GROPPI
design-forward fixtures prioritizing  
simplicity, emotion, and creative invention

DAY-BRITE
general purpose and performance lighting

DELTA FANS
a full range of axial fans, DC fans, blowers,
and thermal management products

DIMONOFF
wireless control and monitoring system for  
roadway, parking lots, smart cities and more

DYNALITE CONTROLS
lighting controls and building integration 
for any application, on any scale

ECLIPSE LIGHTING
award-winning indoor/outdoor architectural
sconces, decorative & vandal-resistant 
fixtures using the latest technology

EDISON PRICE
museum-grade track lighting systems and 
recessed downlights, wallwashers, and accent
lights, manufactured in New York City

EL TORRENT
distinctive decorative luminaires inspired by 
nature for indoor and outdoor applications

EMERY ALLEN
the leader in miniature LED replacement lamps

ENERGIO SYSTEMS
open protocol lighting controls for IoT systems

ENLIGHTED
first-in-class sensor and analytics platform 
to provide smart energy solutions for 
commercial environments

ESTILUZ
contemporary, high quality decorative  
luminaires with a playful sensibility and  
custom capabilities

EVOCHARGE
an industry leader in electric vehicle (EV) 
charging solutions and cable  
management systems

FLEXALIGHTING 
unique architectural lighting solutions for any 
application, designed in Italy and manufactured 
in North America

FOSCARINI
distinctive modern luminaires that transform 
spaces both night and day

GARDCO
outdoor architectural and performance lighting

GENERATION LIGHTING COLLECTION 
(formerly Seagull/Feiss)
Serving builders and contractors while 
delighting homeowners and remodelers with 
a wide assortment of indoor lighting, outdoor 
lighting, and ceiling fans

GLOBAL LIGHTING
curated collections from top designers 
around the world featuring hand crafted, 
diverse designs and sustainable materials

GRAYPANTS
hip sculptural decorative elements for 
interior spaces with unique  
custom capabilities

HADCO
outdoor urban residential and  
landscape lighting

HB LIGHTING
manufacturer of high quality  
decorative lighting

HUBBARDTON FORGE
diverse offering of lighting and décor products 
from mini pendants to floor lamps, all produced 
and shipped from under one roof in Vermont

ILLUMRA 
wireless lighting controls, HVAC controls, and 
energy management systems

ILUMINARC
interior and exterior RGB, RGBW and 
white LED architectural lighting solutions

INSIGHT LIGHTING
indoor and outdoor lighting for uniformly
illuminating architectural planes

INTEGER LIGHTS
point source LED architectural luminaires

INTERACT CONTROLS
a secure and scalable IoT platform that
collects insights from connected lighting,
embedded sensors and IoT devices

JESCO LIGHTING GROUP
track, pendants, cove, display, flush mount,
recessed, RGB, power supplies and lamps
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JUSTICE DESIGN
decorative wall sconces, pendants, and 
portables for commercial, hospitality, 
multi-family and beyond

KLIK USA
architectural linear lighting and lit 
handrail solutions

KLUS DESIGN
versatile linear LED extrusions and light
fixtures both exterior and interior rated

KREON
architectural interior lighting products and 
complete metal ceiling solutions

LEDSC4
joining design, technology, and sustainability 
to offer quality lighting that protects wellbeing

LEE BROOM
luxury lighting and furniture designs

LEUCOS
decorative hand-blown glass for bespoke 
lighting solutions

LIFTED LED
full-spectrum LED fixtures that can flex 
with unique growing conditions

LIGHTOLIER
indoor downlighting, track and decorative
lighting

LITELINE
lighting for architectural, commercial, 
industrial, and residential spaces, focused on 
innovative design and installation efficiency

LODES
premier luminaires that fuse contemporary 
design with innovative technology and quality 
materials

LUCEPLAN
award winning producer of consumer, 
technical, architectural and contract 
lighting fixtures, made in Italy

LUCIFER LIGHTING
architectural recessed lighting fixtures with 
compact housings, precision optics, and 
maximum light output from the highest-
quality sources.  Surface mount fixtures to 
include STELLR, Cylinders, Squilinder, Track, 
and Pathlights 

LUMEC
outdoor urban, roadway and tunnel lighting

LUMENFOCUS
high efficacy luminaires, retrofit kits, and  
UVC disinfection solutions

LUMEN WARM
innovative interior architectural lighting

LUMINOS GLOBAL
high performance exterior and interior 
luminaires including an integral T-Bar solution

LURALINE
indoor and outdoor decorative  
accent lighting

LUSIVE DÉCOR
distinctive custom designed luminaires that can 
meet any project need, thoughtfully  
hand-crafted in the USA

MAGTECH
LED wireless emergency exit and egress  
lighting systems

MARTINELLI LUCE
innovative, eye-catching designs that  
challenge tradition

MATTEO
trendy decorative pendants, sconces, and 
chandeliers and custom lighting

MP LIGHTING
architectural LED fixtures, low voltage and
line voltage track systems

MUNNWORKS
bespoke luxury furnishings

NAL LIGHTING GROUP
a global collective of premier brands featuring 
distinctive decorative and architectural designs

NEXLIGHT
low-voltage lighting control systems and 
sensors for commercial buildings

PERFECT POWER SYSTEMS
central emergency lighting inverters designed  
and manufactured in the USA

PHILIPS LAMPS
best in class LED, CFL, and HID incandescent 
lamps

PHILIPS LARGE LUMINOUS SURFACES
luminous ceilings and walls

PINNACLE
a complete palette of integrated products that 
breathe life into architectural spaces for design 
that lasts

PRIMUS
standard and custom cove, indirect, 
architectural accent, display and outdoor  
accent lighting

PRUDENTIAL
standard and custom cove, indirect, 
architectural accent, display and outdoor
accent lighting

PURO LIGHTING
UV disinfection fixtures for powerful 
cleaning on demand in healthcare facilities,
locker rooms and gyms, food service, 
educational facilities, and more

QTL
linear LED lighting solutions and power 
supplies for indoor and outdoor  
lighting applications

QUATTROBI
comprehensive portfolio of smartly designed 
Italian LED luminaires for hospitality, retail, 
and residential interiors

RAYON LIGHTING
efficient lighting for architectural, commercial, 
and premium residential

RBW
Brooklyn-based decorative lighting using
locally sourced materials and made in the 
United States using modern, industrial lines

REVELITE
premium illumination for fine art

ROLLEASE ACMEDA
cutting-edge window covering solutions for 
both indoor and outdoor spaces

SALIOT
smart, adjustable, luminaires are controlled 
wirelessly to effortlessly respond to 
changing environments

SIEMON & SALAZAR
hand-blown glass and lighting vessels

SIGNIFY LIGHTING CONTROLS
energy management and lighting  
control solutions

SPORTSBEAMS
the latest innovations in LED  
sports lighting

SSC LIGHTING
broad collection of Italy-made indoor and 
outdoor lighting and design products

STEINEL
specializing in sensor systems, sensor-switched 
lighting, and heat tools to set the standard for 
intelligent lighting controls

STONCO
outdoor general purpose lighting

STUDIO LILICA
custom architectural lighting and luminous
fabric sculptures 

TECHOLED
complex, functional, high-end architectural 
luminaires

TEKA
outdoor luminaires utilizing natural metals

TIBO
bold and simple decorative lighting designed in 
Montreal
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TOKISTAR
low voltage specialty linear tape lights, 
tree lighting and LEDs

TWO PARTS
distinctive designs that play with opacity
using premium materials and minimal 
hardware, based in Brooklyn

ULS MARKET READY
full portfolio of indoor and outdoor luminaires 
and life safety products

UTOPIA
array of architectural LED luminaires for 
indoor and outdoor applications

VARI-LITE
originators of the moving light, perfect for
theaters, concerts and architainment

VISTOSI
founded in 1585, Italy-based Vistosi has been 
designing iconic residential and commercial 
fixtures and design objects for centuries

VIBIA
unique, Euro-chic, modular, decorative 
lighting solutions that will define your space

VCC ARCHITECTURAL COLLECTION 
(formerly Tech Element/Architectural)
specification-grade lighting solutions from 
linear task and accent lighting to recessed 
downlights
 
VCC FAN COLLECTION
high performance, design-driven fan solutions 
 
VCC MODERN COLLECTION 
(formerly Tech Decorative)
timeless indoor and outdoor lighting solutions 
for the spaces in which people live, work,  
and play
 
VCC SIGNATURE COLLECTION
collaborating with the most influential names 
in design for fixtures that feature premium 
materials, craftsmanship, and finishes
 
VCC STUDIO
master techniques and materials for both 
indoor and outdoor fixtures at accessible price 
points

WAGNER ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
illuminated contemporary handrails and 
various other LED way finding solutions

WAYNE TYLER
lit concrete bollards and site furniture with 
security solutions
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